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Life Cycle Thinking (LCT)
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Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)

Life Cycle Assessment is a technique for assessing the environmental (or social)
impacts that occur during all stages of a product’s life cycle (from cradle-to-grave)

3

Goal and Scope

4

Goal of the study
◆ Context of the study
◆ Aim of the evaluation
◆ Intended audience

Scope of the study
◆ Functional Unit
◆ System Boundary
◆ Data quality
◆ Limitations and assumptions
◆ Allocation (Phys, Eco)
◆ Impact Categories UNI EN ISO 14044:2006

International Reference Life Cycle Data System (ILCD) Handbook
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System boundary

5

GATE TO GATECRADLE TO GATE CRADLE TO GRAVE

CRADLE TO 
CRADLE

UNI EN ISO 14040-44
International Reference Life Cycle Data System (ILCD) Handbook

Determining the flow diagram

6
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Flow diagram example: rapeseed oil as biodiesel
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Process network for rapeseed oil-based biodiesel

8
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Life Cycle Inventory (LCI)

◆ Data collection (suppliers, survey, literature, 
database, reverse engineering, primary data)

◆ Determining input (resources)  and output 
(product, byproducts, waste, emissions) flows 
in terms of materials

◆ If necessary, adjustment of the goal and scope

◆ Creation of the flow diagram of the product 
life-cycle

10

Life Cycle Inventory (LCI)
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Calculated Inventory
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Data types

Processes

Energy

Raw materials

Semi-finished

Emissions of light, noise, odor

Waste/wastewater

Products

Byproducts

Emissions to water

Emissions to air

Emissions to soil
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Life Cycle Impact Assessment (LCIA)
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Steps of LCIA
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Steps of LCIA
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Steps of LCIA
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Steps of LCIA
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Steps of LCIA
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Steps of LCIA

20

Interpretation

◆ Identification of significant issues

◆ Based on the LCI and LCIA results

◆ Sensitivity analysis

◆ Completeness and consistency checks

◆ Conclusions / Limitations / Recommendations
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openLCA

◆ A free and (yet) professional approach to Life Cycle Assessment: powerful, feature 
rich, (comparatively) easy to use, technically up to date

◆ developed by GreenDelta since 2006
◆ completely Open Source (Mozilla Public License)
◆ Native to Windows, Mac OS and Linux
◆ Established and growing community of users: more than 10k downloads/yr
◆ Broadest selection of relevant, consistent LCI and sustainability databases available 

worldwide
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openLCA application

◆ Life Cycle Assessment, Life Cycle Costing, Social Life Cycle Assessment

◆ Carbon and Water footprint

◆ Product Environmental Footprint (PEF)

◆ Environmental Product Declarations (EPD)

◆ US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)’s Design for Environmental Label

◆ Integrated Product Policy

24

openLCA.org

◆ Downloads (software, LCIA methods, …)

◆ Videos, manuals, case studies

◆ Services (service contracts, training, critical reviews, hosting & data management 
solutions, …)

◆ Forum & Blog
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openLCA.org/downloads
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openLCA.org/downloads
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openLCA.org/learning

28

Ask.openLCA
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Graphical modeling of product systems

◆ Product system = Process networks

◆ Process networks can be created automatically and manually

◆ Graphical modeling based on the Eclipse Graphical Editing Framework (GEF)

◆ Different product systems can be compared using the “Projects” feature
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Graphical modeling of product system based on 
Eclipse GEF

32

Allocation and system expansion for modeling 
multi-output processes
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Modeling with parameters

◆ Parameters can be used instead of concrete values for inputs/outputs

◆ Defined as simple value, formula or complex function

◆ Parameters can overwrite each other

◆ Available on different levels
◆ process
◆ product system
◆ project
◆ impact method
◆ database

34

Local and global parameters
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Inventory Calculation

◆ Calculation of life cycle inventory (using the “matrix method”)

◆ Results are clearly presented in 
two tables (inputs/outputs)

◆ Result can be exported to Excel

36

Impact Assessment methods

◆ There are no impact assessment methods included by default in openLCA, but 
methods are available for free and can be easily imported

◆ It is possible to modify existing impact assessment methods in openLCA (impact 
categories and flows can be added / deleted; equivalence factors can be altered)

◆ It is also possible to create new impact assessment methods ; parametrization is also 
available
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Analysis and interpretation

◆ In openLCA many functions are available to evaluate the results and to track the origin 
of environmental effects:

◆ Various result and influence analyses
◆ Sankey Diagram
◆ Representation of the spatial distribution of emissions and resource consumption
◆ Grouping of processes is possible (e.g. by life cycle phase)
◆ …

38

Sankey Diagram
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Grouping

40

Localisation
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Uncertainty Analyses

42

Further characteristics

◆ Separate calculation of costs possible

◆ Regionalized impact assessment possible

◆ Multiple languages

◆ Automatic error report

◆ Integrated static and dynamic help
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System requirements
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Task #1: Download and installation of openLCA

◆ Download openLCA @ https://www.openlca.org/download/

◆ Two options available: Installer version and zip file

46
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Homepage

48

Main menu functions
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openLCA overview

50

Create a new database
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Create a new database (local)

52

Task #2: Create a new database

◆ Create a local database

◆ Accept default values (local database & complete reference data)
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Data management in openLCA

◆ New databases in openLCA are empty at first (with the exception of reference data), but data 
can be imported easily

◆ Supported Import and Export formats:
◆ EcoSpold1 (ecoinvent format)
◆ ILCD (zip format)
◆ EcoSpold2 (ecoinvent format)
◆ Excel
◆ SimaPro CSV (modified version of Ecospold, used by SimaPro)
◆ Zolca (openLCA format)

◆ It is possible to use more than one database; databases are independent of one another and 
only one database is “active” at a time, all of the others are “deactivated”

◆ It is possible to save own data; every element of the software can be personalised
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Import data sets
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Import data sets (II)
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Import data sets (III)

58

openLCA database import
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openLCA Nexus

◆ LCA data web repository @ https://nexus.openlca.org/

◆ Direct purchase/download of data mainly for use with openLCA (some databases for SimaPro, 
too)

60

openLCA Nexus (II)
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openLCA Nexus (III)

62

openLCA Nexus search engine

◆ Multiple filtering options:
◆ Name
◆ Database
◆ Location
◆ Type of dataset
◆ Category
◆ Start of validity
◆ Price
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Task #3: Import ELCD database

◆ Restore the database ELCD in openLCA

◆ Import the openLCA LCIA methods within the database 

64
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Database elements

66

Database elements (II)
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Database elements: Background data

68

Elements structure in openLCA
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Database Modeling in openLCA: Flows
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Database Modeling in openLCA: Processes

72

Flows: Create a new flow
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Flows: Create a new flow (II)

74

Flows: Create a new flow (III)
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Flows: Information & props

76

Task #4: Flow information

◆ Open the product flow: polyethylene low density foil(PE-LD)

◆ In which processes within your active database is this flow an input flow?

◆ In which processes is it an output flow?
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Process: Create a new process
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Process: Create a new process (II)
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Process: Create a new process (III)

80

Process: General information
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Process: Inputs/Outputs

82

Process: Administrative Information & Modeling and validation
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Dataset in LCI databases

◆ Ecoinvent database includes Unit & System Processes

84

Dataset in LCI databases

◆ Ecoinvent database includes Unit & System Processes
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Basic commands
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Basic commands

◆ If you double click on a flow in the process editor it will be opened in a separate window 
and can be modified:

88

Basic commands

◆ Drag and drop flows from the Navigation pane to the Input/Outputs tab in the process 
editor

◆ Drag and drop processes from the Navigation pane to the Model Graph in the product 
system editor
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Folder structure

◆ Divide system and unit processes

◆ Divide processes from different databases in openLCA database list

◆ Separate flows and processes that were created on your own

90

Windows

◆ Often users have several elements open at the same time;
it is recommended to close elements you don´t need

◆ To recover "missing" window: go to Window →Show → View → Other

◆ It is also possible to change the position of a window
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Search

◆ Search any elements from the database

92

Search (II) 

◆ Search within a specific element from the database
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Filter

◆ The “add new” editors contain a filter for facilitating the search of the desired 
element

94

Numbers

◆ Use always a point for floating point numbers, a 
comma is not accepted (1.5 instead of 1,5)

◆ Under File/Preferences/Number format you can 
choose the number format of results
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Modeling with product flows

◆ Use different flow names for one flow that “hikes“ through your product system

96

Modeling with product flows

◆ The default provider can be set for each exchange
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Plastic bottle for drinking water
PET vs PC
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Plastic bottle for drinking water
PET vs PC

◆ Goal: Conduct an LCA of one PET water bottle produced and consumed in Italy from cradle 
to gate

◆ FU: 1 bottle containing 1 litre of still water

◆ Production chain
1. Plastic granulate production:

◆ polyethylene terephthalate granulate (PET) for the bottle (bottle grade, RER)
◆ Polyethylene high density granulate (PE HD) for the lid ( RER
◆ Polypropylene granulate (PP) for the labels (RER)

2. Transport of PET, HDPE and PP granulates for further processing (Transport A)
3. Production of a PET pre form bottle, the HDPE lid and the PP label from the              

respective granulates produced in step 1.
4. Transport of bottle pre form, lid and label to bottle filling location (Transport B)
5. Blow PET bottle, fill with water and attach lid and label
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Plastic bottle for drinking water
Block diagram

Raw
Materials

Bottle
Production

Transport

Filling 
process

Transport

Drinking 
water

Usage

Transport

Disposal

Transport

CRADLE-TO-GATE CRADLE-TO-GRAVE

Water Energy

Water Emission Waste

100

Task #5: Creation of a process

◆ Create a new folder for this case study within the Processes folder
◆ Create a new process called “Production of PET granulates”

◆ Remember to add the provider for the raw materials
◆ For the production of the bottles, lids and labels, it is assumed that 100% of the respective input 

granulate is utilized in forming the final product, without waste

Input Amount Unit

Polyethylene high density
granulate (PE-HD)

0.004 kg

Polyethylene terephthalate
(PET) granulate

0.06 kg

Polypropylene granulate (PP) 0.001 kg

Output Amount Unit

PET granulates 0.065 kg
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Task #5: Creation of processes (II)  

◆ Create a new process called “PET transport A”
◆ The reference flow is called “PET granulates, transported”, expressed in mass units
◆ The mix of PET granulates need to be transported for 200 km using a medium-sized lorry

◆ Create a new process called “PET Production of bottle preform, lid and lable”
◆ The reference flow is called “PET empty bottle”, expressed in number of items
◆ The production of 1 bottle made of 0.065 kg of “PET granulates, transported” needs 1 MJ of in medium voltage 

(MV) of electricity for a grid European average consumer mix

◆ Create a new process called “PET empty bottle, transported”
◆ The reference flow is called “PET empty bottle, transported”, expressed in number of items
◆ The bottle needs to be transported for 100 km using a medium-sized lorry

◆ Create a new process called “PET full bottle”
◆ The reference flow is called “PET full bottle”, expressed in number of items
◆ The bottle needs to be filled with 1 kg of drinking water (find the right provider!)
◆ The filling process requires 2 MJ of MV electricity from the European average grid consumer mix

102
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Product system: Creation

104

Product system: Creation (II)
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Product system: General Information

106

Product system: Model Graph
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Product system: Model Graph (II)

108

Product system: Calculation
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Product system: Calculation (II)

110

Product system: Calculation (III)
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Task #6: Creation of product system   

◆ Create the product system called “PET full bottle” with reference product “PET full bottle”

◆ Select “only link default providers”

◆ Check the different views of the model graph. What can be observed in the graph?

◆ Calculate the inventory of the product system

◆ Which information can you derive from the inventory?

112
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Impact assessment method: Creation

114

Impact assessment method: Creation (II)
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Impact assessment method: Creation (III)

116

Impact assessment method: Creation (IV)
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Impact assessment method: Creation (V)

118

LCIA methods
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Analysis functions

◆ To run the analysis functions the product system needs to be recalculated

◆ Click the calculation button in the General Information tab of the Product System, select an LCIA method 
and check “Analysis”
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Analysis: Flow & Impact contributions

122

Analysis: Inventory Results
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Analysis: Impact Analysis (LCIA Results)

124

Analysis: Locations
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Analysis: Sankey Diagram

126

Task #7: Calculation of impacts

◆ Calculate the environmental impacts caused by the production of 1 PET bottle filled with water using the 
LCIA method CML(baseline) and interpret the results.

◆ Which process contribute most to the impact category “Global Warming Potential”?

◆ Which is the direct contribution of the flow “Carbon dioxide” to the same impact category? 

◆ Do the raw materials contribute more than electricity to the final GWP value?

◆ Where does the emissions of “VOC, volatile organic compounds” come from?
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Modeling waste

◆ ISO 14044: “substances or objects which the older intends or is required to dispose of” 

◆ By-products with no market value
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Possible approaches

◆ Presently there are two possible approaches when modelling wastes and waste treatment:

◆ opposite direction approach (ecoinvent)

◆ interpret the waste treatment as a service and add it as an input or add waste as a negative input, which 
mathematically means it is an output

◆ material flow logic (openLCA)

◆ It follows the natural direction of the flow, where something is produced and the waste is an output from the 
production or use phase

130

Modeling of waste (II)
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Waste treatment in ecoinvent

132

Waste treatment modeling in openLCA

◆ openLCA can handle both ways of modelling waste but it is necessary to pay attention to the flows used

◆ Product flows:
◆ on the input side are considered input materials
◆ on the output side are considered by products and can be allocated or marked as avoided product

◆ Waste flows:
◆ On the output side are considered waste and can be connected to the waste treatment process
◆ On the input side are the raw material for a waste treatment process and do not allow a connection with a 

provider
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Material flow logic

◆ When you select the waste flow type, openLCA recognizes it and allow you to specify default providers for 
them on the output side of your process

◆ This means that this flow will be treated in the following process

134

Waste treatment flows in openLCA

◆ The waste flows are marked with the symbol of a brush

◆ One can create them normally using the flow editor
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Waste treatment modeling in openLCA

136

Waste treatment processes in openLCA
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Opposite direction approach

◆ The waste is modeled using a product flow at the input side with a negative amount depending on whether 
the approach used was the 2nd or 3rd version of ecoinvent

◆ A default provider of waste treatment can be set

138

Task #8: model the EoL with the two approaches

◆ To model the use phase, create a process called “PET full bottle, transported” and add a transport of 50km 
by lorry to the shop. 

◆ Create two copies of “Waste incineration of plastics (PET, PMMA, PC), at plant, average European waste-to-
energy plant, without collection, transport and pre-treatment” within the folder of your processes (use
copy/paste). Before doing that, check that the input of the process is 1 kg of plastic. 
◆ Rename the two process “Waste incineration of plastics (Material Flow)” and “Waste incineration of plastics 

(Opposite Direction)”

◆ Which approach is adopted in this process by default?
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Task #8: model the EoL with the two approaches (II)

◆ Opposite direction approach
◆ Create a process called “PET bottle EoL (OD)” with a new mass reference flow called “PET bottle used”
◆ Add the transported bottle and the treatment process as a negative service in input. Pay attention to the mass 

involved!

◆ Material Flow logic
◆ Create a new mass-based waste flow called “PET bottle used, waste”
◆ Add the new flow as an input for “Waste incineration of plastics (Material Flow)”, set this new flow as reference 

flow (right click) and remove the previous reference output.  Is the mass correct? (Yes, it is. You removed 1kg 
from output, adding 1 kg to input)

◆ Create a process called “PET bottle EoL (MF)” with the flow “PET bottle used” as reference flow. Use the correct 
amount

◆ Add the transported bottle in input and the treatment process as a positive output. Pay attention to the mass 
involved! 

◆ Now, check the model graph! Is it different?

140

Projects
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Projects: Creation

◆ Projects are created to compare different product systems

◆ To create a new project, right-click on Projects and select “new”

142

Projects: Creation (II)

◆ Select the LCIA methodology to perform the comparison

◆ Add the product systems to be compared and specify the quantity for each one
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Projects: Creation (III)

◆ It is possible to specify the values of any parameter used in the product systems

◆ If specifies, any contributions of the selected processes in the project setup to the variant results of the 
selected LCIA category will be shown

144

Projects: Report

◆ The comparison will be performed clicking on the “Report” button

◆ The report sections can be modified before calculation on the dedicated tab at the bottom of the screen

◆ The results will be shown in terms of tables and graphs
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Task #9: Create a project

◆ Create a project and compare the two product systems modelled using different approaches.

◆ If they are not equal, something is wrong!!

146
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Sensitivity analysis

◆ “systematic procedures for estimating the effects of the choices made regarding methods 
and data on the outcome of a study” (ISO 14040)

◆ Are results stable if you change specific aspects?
◆ What happens if you expand your system boundaries?
◆ What happens if you use other allocation methods?
◆ What happens if you change your assumptions?

148

Modeling with parameters

◆ Useful for sensi vity analyses → What impact does one aspect have when I change its 
value?

◆ Useful for preliminary data: data can be changed easily at the end of your study
◆ Create different versions of your life cycle by changing the input values
◆ Enter calcula on rules instead of concrete values → more flexibility

◆ Available on process, product system, LCIA method, project and database level
◆ Local and global parameters → parameters can overwrite each other!
◆ Parameters can be linked to other parameters (i.e. dependent parameters) → Loops are 

not allowed
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Process: parameters
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Process: parameters
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Process: parameters at Global and Local level

◆ Global parameters can be used by any process
◆ Local parameters are process-specific and overwrites global parameters values.

◆ Try to use different names to avoid confusion

152

Parameter rules

◆ Parameter names…
◆ … must be one word, underscores are allowed.
◆ … cannot contain special characters.
◆ … cannot have more than 255 characters.

◆ Parameter formulas…
◆ … can contain single values, simple equations, or complex
◆ functions including logical expressions.
◆ … do not contain units, so please add them in the comment field.
◆ … cannot have more than 255 characters.

◆ The amount of parameters is, theoretically, not limited.
◆ Use point (.) instead of comma (,) for the decimal numbers.
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Parameters: Hierarchy

154

Parameter: checking formulas

◆ For complex formulas you must use a certain format (e.g. Tan (a), trunc(c), etc.). Use the 
formula interpreter to find errors.
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Product system: Parameters
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Product system: Parameters (II)
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Process export
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Process export (II)

162

Process export (III)
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Export openLCA database

164
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Errors

◆ It is possible to report all errors in a log file automatically
◆ To do so go to file/preferences/logging and check “All”

166

Language

◆ openLCA is available in Arabic, Bulgarian, Catalan, Chinese, English, French, German, Italian, Portuguese, 
Spanish and Turkish

◆ Change it under File/Preferences/Configuration. 
◆ Once you change the language, restart the program to activate it
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Memory usage

◆ Some databases required higher memory usage (e.g., ecoinvent 3) for the calculations

◆ Change it under File/Preferences/Configuration.

168

openLCA-data directory

◆ The openLCA data folder is automatically created in your user/Documents folder

◆ The directory can be edited in the 'openLCA.ini' file contained in the openLCA folder with a text editor in 
the following way:
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Task #10: Create the PC bottle

◆ Create a new bottle made of PC and compare it with the PET bottle using a new Project

◆ Everything will be the same, except for the raw materials. They will be:

◆ Polycarbonate granulate (PC): 60g

◆ Polyethylene low density granulate (PE-LD): 4g

◆ Polybutadiene granulate (PB): 1g


